
Difficulty in Dance Discourse: Symposium 
Saturday 12th January 2019, 12pm - 5pm 
Studio Theatre, Laban Creekside 
 
An independent symposium produced by Alice Weber and Monika Blaszczak, gathering 13 artists and 
researchers from the UK and abroad to respond to an aesthetic or political urgency that is lacking in 
discourses surrounding dance and it’s bodies.  
 

  
 
From a shared frustration at the lack of risk and urgency within institutional discourses, Alice and Monika 
created Difficulty as a positive contribution to the dance research landscape.  
 
Eve Stainton was invited to give the opening provocation in lieu of a conventional keynote. Other participants 
responded to an open call process. The attendance was 37 external (non-Laban) and an estimated 20+ 
internal (Laban students and staff). Attendance was decidedly free, to support an accessible, open dialogue 
that could rethink the conditions and economy of these discussions.  
 
The event was produced on no budget: Laban provided space and technical equipment in-kind, and all 
participants volunteered their involvement. The extent of this in-kind support reveals the level of solidarity 
from the dance and research communities with the project. 
 
With partnership and funding we would like to develop Difficulty into a public series that will function as a 
platform for diversity and risk, in order to make positive and necessary ruptures in dance.  



  

Difficulty in Dance Discourse: 
Symposium 
12.1.2019 
Full Programme 
This event contains nudity 
 

Queer and Slippery 12:00 – 13:30 
 
Eve Stainton - initiating provocation 
rubby sucky research 
Eroticism power naked lesbian movement choreography 
strategy complex body. Revenge imagination fantasy sex 
polyamory codependency obsession radical honesty. 
Complicated fashion messy. 
 
Taylor Doyle - presentation 
Intentional Binding 
Research on wrestling, the pursuit for intuitive decision 
making, and crashing into one another. 
 
Mateo Dupleich Rozo - performance 
Starling 
Space is treated as a canvas, objects as equals, light as 
acrylics and phenomena as the protagonist. Responding 
vividly to the vulnerabilities of the body, exhibiting the 
human flesh, nerves and bones as a measuring device of 
phenomena. The audience is free to move around the 
space. 
 
Discussion 
 

Reshaping Research 13:30 – 14:30 
(concurrent across two rooms) 
 
Ben Harris - lecture 
Performing a Planet 
How can a monkey, an octopus, and being in outer space 
help? 
 
Charlotte Ackery-Hawthorn – performance lecture 
Choreography as an alternative to philosophy, 
through class- and neuro- differences. 
 
Michael McEvoy - lecture 
Laban's Effort Graph as a Gender Scale: a 
choreological perspective for acting. 
 
 
  

Bakani Pick-Up - lecture 
Expectation Effect 
Audience expectation creates systems of aesthetic 
economics that adhere to western notions of self and 
other. 
 

Making Labour Visible 15:00-16:30 
 
Elena Azzedín - talk and installation (Creekside fence) 
In crescendo 
The urban interventions of weaving fences is about its 
literal semantics as much as about the symbolic value of 
the action - the presence of the body in the public space, 
magnifying a historical female repetitive labour belonging 
to the private sphere. 
 
Laura Davis - reading 
I joyously quit 
Reflections on leaving my exploitative internship. 
 
Lorea Burge Badiola - presentation 
Obedient dancer 
Reflections on performance work where boundaries are 
unclear. 
 
Jianan Qu - performance 
feed up time 
The performing artists Monika Błaszczak and Mateo 
Dupleich Rozo (originally Jianan Qu and Viltė Švarplyt) 
perform the making of a human pizza, transforming human 
body into an information container & deliverer. 
 
Discussion 
 

Difficult Viewing 16:30 – 17:00 
 
Alice Weber – presentation 
On difficulty 
Exigencies in dance aesthetics. 
 
Monika Błaszczak - performance 
Soliloquy 12.01.2019 
Approaching the limits of my language and the limits of my 
body. Soliloquy takes a different shape every time it is 
shown to a public, questioning how dance produces and 
reproduces its bodies. 
 
Taylor Doyle - performance 
Hours after practice, but before a shower  
A performance by Taylor Doyle and Anais Lalange that 
considers wrestling and/as intimacy. 
 



  

 
Eve Stainton, rubby sucky research (2019). Live performance and digital projection. Image © Merritt Millman. 
 

 
Still from group discussion. Image © Merritt Millman.   



 
Lorea Burge Badiola, Obedient dancer (2019). Excerpt of text from live performance. 
 

 
Eve Stainton, rubby sucky research (2019). Image © Alice Weber.  



 
 

 
Taylor Doyle, Hours after practice, but before a shower (2018). Images © Alice Weber. 
 



 
Jianan Qu, feed up time (2017). Still from original performance. Image © Dominik Galleya. 
 

 
Charlotte Ackery-Hawthorn, Choreography as an alternative to philosophy, through class- and neuro- 
differences (2019). Image © Alice Weber.  
 
 


